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Branded Experiences – 
Balancing the value equation
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As Marketers we have one goal 
for our brand: 
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To be preferred over competitors
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This has become a tough job!

your brand 
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Shorter innovation 
cycles

Competition from 
multiple sides

Higher demand for 
new products

1. More and more competition

More offers per category

Strong rivalry between offers
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using an ever 
increasing amount of 

media channels constantly changing 
values & interests

fragmented 
target groups 

2. Audience harder to reach
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Source: Nielsen Global Trust in Advertising

Recommendations from people I know

Consumer opinions posted online

Editorial content (e.g. in newspapers)

Ads on TV

Ads in magazines

Billboards / outdoor advertising

Ads in radio

Ads served in search engine results

Online banner ads
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Trust completely / somewhat Don’t trust much/at all

3. Lack of trust in corporate messages
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Source: Convergys Customer Scorecard, 2014; 
3.000 U.S. consumers, ages 18-74 (industries: banking, credit cards, health insurance, Internet service providers, retail, satellite/cable, mobile service, technology)

2011 2013 2014

60%
Loyal

52%
Loyal

55%
Loyal

4. Decreasing brand loyalty – „The Switching Economy“



Our usual recipes?
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Painting: Michiel van der Born

More communications

We communicate more and louder
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We »innovate« and create more variations
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More communications

We engage in price wars
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Price wars

»Innovation« and 
more variations

More and louder 
communications

Decreasing 
brand loyalty

Lack of trust in 
corporate messages

More and more 
competition

Audience harder 
to reach

    increasing the noise, decreasing value, losing the customer
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Print Ads

TV Commercials

Billboard

SEO

Targeting/
Re-Targeting

Corporate Design

Direct MailEvents

Roadshows

Trade Marketing
Social Media

Native Advertising

Advertorials

Something is missing in the way we do Marketing today



Let me tell you a little story…
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Barbie is looking for a boyfriend
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Marc is a candiate, he writes her nice letters full of 
promieses
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Ken is also a candiate, he invites Barbie
for a day at the beach
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While not knowing if Marc‘s promises will become true, Barbie 
picks Ken, because she has experienced how he treats her
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How companies make customers feel 
is more important than what they say 
about themselves



Marketing today does not enough 
use positive experiences as a tool
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Why experience matters
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As humans have two different operating modes, experience 
is needs to be considered separately

Remembering Self

Memories and stories 

factual, often altered to fit 
self-perception

Experiencing Self

Holistic experiences

basis of emotional 
evaluation

Source: Daniel Kahneman & Jason Riis: „Living, and thinking about it: two perspectives on life“, 2005
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Customer Experience: Holistic impressions from regular 
interactions, clearly located in space and time

Regular experience 
when „using“ a 

company – 
not special situation 

when something 
went wrong

Delivered through 
features, services, 

processes – 
all interactions 

between customer 
and company

Sum of impressions: 
conscious & 

subconscious, 
rational & emotional 

aspects

Situational, located in space and a time
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Good customer experiences fulfill human needs
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Good customer experiences are easy to use
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Good customer experiences are pleasant
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Source: Forrester Research;
North American Technographics Customer Experience Online Survey, Q4 2011, Base: US Online consumer

Positive experiences increase loyalty and recommendation

Low 0

0.71

0.65

MediumHigh Low Medium High

Willingness to consider the 
company for another purchase

Likelihood to recommend 
to a friend or colleague

Correlation with Customer Experience
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Two cases
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US company Zappos: »Delivering Wow through service«
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Exceptional customer service and treatment
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Customer experience pays off: 
75% customers return, steep increase of revenue
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vs.

German drug store market: 
Two brands with similar price point
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More communications

dm in-store experience
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More communications

Schlecker in-store experience
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vs.

While »dm« is Germany‘s most loved drugstore chain, 
competitor »Schlecker« must close down

5,8
5,1

4,5
4,1

3,8

Revenue 2009 2010 2011 20122008

0

4,44,64,84,7

bankrupt

Revenue 2009 2010 2011 20122008

Source: dm, Schlecker
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Forbes Magazine sees customer experience 
as the new benchmark



Learning 1:

Great customer experience makes 
companies successful by making 

offers beneficial for customers
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providing positive 
experiences when 
dealing with the 

company

giving promises 
through media 

messages

We should move on from only giving promises to also 
providing positive experiences



But: 
A positive experience is not enough
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Same results: At similar touchpoints, with the approach of 
customer experience, there is only one best solution 

Ideal solutions

(e.g. „best retail environment“)

fulfill needs

easy to use

pleasant
= =offer 1 offer 2 offer 3
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Similar methods lead to similar results: 
Two used cars portals from Germany

Source: Rupert , http://de.slideshare.net/r000pert/why-youre-a-brand-shaper-knowingly-or-not-and-what-you-can-do-about-it?



There is one great tool to create 
differentiation…
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Brands exist in the mind of the customer 
(while experiences are located in time and space)

46

A brand is a what people think and feel about a 
product, service, or organization.

Marty Neumeier
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Brands provide focus

Corporate Design

Portfolio strategy/
line extensions

Internal
Communication

Recruiting Behavior of products

Code of conduct
employees Product Design

PR & Advertising
Campaigns

Retail Design

Product & service
innovations

Channel planning

Management Principles

Brand

Tonality guidelines

Corporate Architecture

Naming
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Brands differentiate products

2 EUR 230 EUR0,5 EUR



Learning 2:

Strong brands make companies 
successful by anchoring offers in 

the mind of customers



A new recipe: 

»Branded Experience«
unites strengths of both approaches
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Great customer 
experience makes 

companies successful by 
making offers beneficial 

for customers
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Strong brands make 
companies successful 
by anchoring offers in 
the mind of customers
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Great customer 
experience

beneficial offers

Strong brands

anchored offers

loyalty building brands&



Creating loyalty while building brands
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Making these 
improvements 

expressions of the brand 
values – to anchor it the 
in the mind of customers

Improving the experience 
– when dealing with a 

brand in a regular way – 
so it is beneficial for 

customers

&



Creating loyalty while building brands
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Making these 
improvements 

expressions of the brand 
values – to anchor it the 
in the mind of customers

Improving the experience 
– when dealing with a 

brand in a regular way – 
so it is beneficial for 

customers

&

Branded Experience
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Designing great customer experiences, 
using the brand to guide experience 

Brand

experience 1 experience 2 experience 3 experience 4



How do we create a 
Branded Experience?
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Independent study of 8 european airlines 
and creation of innovative solutions*

Conducted with Martin Jordan from Service Design Berlin, spring 2014



Airlines invest massively in brand differentiation
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But the experience they provide does not differ much
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Notification to Check-in Check-in App 
Counter check-in/
baggage drop off

Waiting at gate Boarding procedure
Entering and being 

greeted
Seating procedure

Announcements

…

Service food/drinks Announcements captain …



Step 1: Mapping the experience
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– looking at touchpoints/interactions with company

– in order of events as customers experience it – from beginning to end

– very customer centered

– Methodology: Research – interviews, mystery shopping/immersion
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Experience-mapping with the Total Customer Journey
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Preparation At Airport In airplane Post-flight

Searching & Booking

Preparation

Check-In

Trip to airport

Counter

Security

Waiting at gate

Boarding

Way to plane

Entering the plane

Seating procedure

Settling-in

During flight: 

  – Employees

  – Service

  – Food

  – Activities

  – Entertainment System

  – Physical stress

Exiting

Arrival at airport

Baggage claim

Transfer to city

Arrival at destination

Airflight Customer Journey



Step 2: Understanding the 
experience
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– we look at all encounters of the customer journey

– deep understanding of customer and his experience: actions, emotions, 

stress, goals, pain points and wow points

– in situ: research within the situation, from experience, not from memory

– Methodology: Research – ethnography/shadowing, observation 

packages, mystery shopping
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Understand the experience with qualitative, in situ research
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The observation package we used for the study



Insight: The stress curve of the airflight experience 
journey
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In airplanePreparation Post-flightAt airport



3. Improving the experience & 
bringing the brand to life
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– looking at important touchpoints / situations, with major pain points or 

unfulfilled needs

– create ideas that eliminate pain points, fulfill needs, make situation more 

beneficial for customers

– select ideas that bring brand promise/benefits to life

– Methodology: Creative problem solving, service design, user psychology, 

branding

69

Creating Brand Experience ideas using 
Service Design & Branding
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Our innovation session to create Branded Experiences for 
Lufthansa and easyJet
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TV commercial Lufthansa 2013

What the Lufthansa brand stands for

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwSbJnmyURA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwSbJnmyURA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwSbJnmyURA


The heart of branded experience: 
Brand values and central insight combined

72

*) from interviews and communication analysis

brand values* insight

reliability 

precision 

germanness

An air-trip is a complex 
process full of un-
certainties. For most 
travelers, predictability 
and being in the know 
helps a lot.
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As part of the independent study we created innovative 
experience ideas (that did not exist at Lufthansa before)

own
ideas!



Insight
All the options to consider can make it complicated to 
plan a trip (e.g. time of flight, airports, layover, price, 
bonus program etc.). Also, the flight is just one part of 
the whole journey.
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Idea
Lufthansa offers a search/planning tool that takes the 
total trip time from home or work to the final 
destination (e.g. a meeting) into account, thus 
providing a feeling of being in control over your time.



Insight
At the day of the flight, many travellers carry a hand-
written sheet with most important information with 
them. 
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Idea
In the last email bevor the trip, Lufthansa sends a 
printable overview with all important data, providing 
a feeling of security and having everything what you 
need to know.



Insight
There is a trade-off between not wanting to wait too 
long at the airport and not wanting to miss your flight. 
This dilemma is a source of stress.



Idea
To take away the feeling of insecurity, Lufthansa helps 
with the Travel Companion: An app that provides 
necessary information. It also shows how long it takes 
to airport with different modes of transport.



Insight
For many people airports are stressful due to a lack of 
orientation, personal control and predictability. Also 
passengers don‘t want to wast time waiting at the 
gate, but they definitely don‘t want to be too late!



Idea
The Lufthansa Travel Companion also offers indoor 
maps of airports. It tells the time to reach the gate 
and the waiting time at the security check. This way it 
gives orientation and takes away uncertainties.



Insight
Settling in the seat is the turning point of the journey, 
between stop-and-go and boredom – a very special 
moment, but not used by any airline. Also, people 
often like to sleep, but not miss food and drinks.



Idea
Lufthansa supports with a very simple printed 
schedule of the services planned – taking away 
uncertainty, and providing a pleasant surprise at the 
moment of settling in your seat.



Insight
When exiting the plane, contact with the airline ends 
quite suddenly – this is in strong contrast with the 
care airlines provide before the flight. Also a positive 
last encounter is important for making a good memory.  



Idea
One hour after the flight Lufthansa sends a text 
message with the exact miles earned for the flight, 
giving a positive experience and providing the feeling 
of German precision.



Inexpensive innovations improve experience and deliver 
reliability, precision, germaneness – attracting like-minded 
people 
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reliability 

precision 

germanness

An air-trip is a 
complex process full 
of uncertainties. For 
most travelers, 
predictability and 
being in the know 
helps a lot.
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TV commercial easyJet 2013

What the easyJet brand stands for

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbwoXMhnBfk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbwoXMhnBfk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbwoXMhnBfk


The heart of branded experience: 
Brand values and central insight combined
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brand values* insight

enjoyment 

great value

(for everyone)

Any air trip offers the 
opportunity to do 
exciting things, meet 
friends and enjoy your 
time away.

*) from own interviews and easyJet website
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As part of the independent study we created innovative 
experience ideas (that did not exist at easyJet before)

own
ideas!



Insight
Easyjet is often used for long weekend trips. Here, 
people are flexible with dates but have a fixed budget. 
Also, it is more about activities and weather than a 
specific destination.



Idea
easyJet provides the Trip Alert: Users define certain 
criteria, including a price point. When all criteria are 
matched, the user is notified about his ideal trip, 
providing the feeling of great value.



Insight
An air-flight is about the things you do at the 
destination. For private travelers this is meeting 
people and doing great things. Although planning is 
fun most find the time for it only in the plane.



Idea
The easyJet Trip Planner finds friends at the destina-
tion through Facebook. It is also a bookmarking tool 
for activities, restaurants etc. at the destination. It 
increases the joy when looking forward to the trip.



Idea
The easyJet Trip Planner works in offline mode, so 
people can finally plan the trip in the plane, matching 
people and activities and create an itinerary. This way, 
easyJet increases the enjoyment of the trip.



Insight
A flight can be very boring. The movie program of the 
inflight entertainment system is the most important 
weapon to fight this boredom – but easyJet does not 
have such an expensive system. 



Idea
easyJet offers a „bring your own device“ entertain-
ment system: Passengers can watch movies on their 
own touchpad. This helps to enjoy your flight. And 
seeing the latest movies for just 3EUR is great value.



Insight
When exiting the plane, contact with the airline ends 
quite suddenly – this is in strong contrast with the 
care airlines provide before the flight. Also a positive 
last encounter is important for making a good memory.  



Idea
Together with promotional partners easyJet provides 
upon exiting nice and helpful give-aways. The give-
aways are location specific, sun screen for sunny 
Barcelona, eye freshener for party city Berlin.



Inexpensive innovations improve experience and deliver 
enjoyment and great value – attracting like-minded people 
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enjoyment 

great value

(for everyone)

Any air trip offers 
the opportunity to 
do exciting things, 
meet friends and 
enjoy your time 
away.



Result: Different brand positionings can be experienced 
rather than are only communicated/promised
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enjoyment 

great value

(for everyone)

reliability 

precision 

germanness



Some more examples of Branded Experience we have 
realized
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How can we improve the experience 
of buying and servicing a car? 

Flagship store »Mercedes-Welt«

How can we provide an experience that 
speaks the language of Mercedes-Benz?

&

With which services can we 
attract more visitors ?

How can these services communicate 
the core message of Microsoft?

&

Consumer Engagement Space »The Digital Eatery«



Conclusion
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How companies make customers feel 
is more important than what they say 
about themselves

103
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Source: Forrester Research;
 North American Technographics Customer Experience Online Survey, Q4 2011, Base: US Online consumer

Positive experiences lead to loyalty 
and recommendations

Low 0

0.71

0.65

MediumHigh Low Medium High

Willingness to consider the 
company for another purchase

Likelihood to recommend 
to a friend or colleague

Correlation with Customer Experience
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But experiences need to be brand specific 
and differentiating
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»Brand« is the best tool to differentiate products
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Great customer experience 

makes companies 

successful by making offers 

beneficial for customers

Strong brands make 

companies successful by 

anchoring offers in the 

mind of customers

Combining approaches gives the best of both

&
Beneficial experiences for customers 

while anchoring brand image  
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Great customer experience 

makes companies 

successful by making offers 

beneficial for customers

Strong brands make 

companies successful by 

anchoring offers in the 

mind of customers

Combining approaches gives the best of both

&
Next level of Marketing: 

Giving value to customers while building brands



Instead of increasing the noise, give value to people 
so they value your business

109

value for people 
= value for business
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Giving value decides over success and failure 

vs.

5,8
5,1

4,5
4,1

3,8

Revenue 2009 2010 2011 20122008

0

4,44,64,84,7

bankrupt

Revenue 2009 2010 2011 20122008



This approach works for all product categories 
with multiple touchpoints
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Retail Telecom Travel

Automotive Utility Provider Professional Services

Banks Hospitality Digital Businesses

Insurance Tourism …



Combine the best of both: 
Give value to customers while 

building your brand



This way Ken provides Barbie a pleasant experience, and 
simultaneously shows his unique character, winning Barbie!
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About Rlevance
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Rlevance is a a strategic marketing and 
innovation consultancy committed to brand 
growth and outstanding customer experience.

Mission: Making companies more relevant for 
people.
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"Wow!" moments are short lived. 
Relevance goes beyond that single point in time.
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Establishing and maintaining a relationship with customers today has 

become difficult. A multitude of offers compete for customers, while they, 

media savvy and economically literate as never before, have lost trust in 

traditional message oriented forms of marketing.

With a unique combination of business sense and a psychological-based, 

human centered approach we create relevance and sustainability beyond the 

mere "Wow!“ moment. We strengthen the customer-business relationship by 

defining brand identities, innovating services and brand experiences, and 

designing brand activations.



Our approach: Companies offering real value to 
customers become more relevant
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Value for customers via… 

… a brand identity they can relate to

… offers that perfectly address needs

… providing pleasant experiences when 
dealing with the brand

Value for companies via… 

…brand preference

…customer loyalty



Our portfolio: Holistic management of audience-brand 
relationship
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Human Insights 

Understanding 

customers and their 

unspoken needs; 

providing the basis for 

better decision making

Brand Positioning

Focussing brand 

messages;

building the basis to 

orchestrate brand signals 

Brand & Portfolio 
Strategy

Bringing structure and 

meaning into brand 

portfolios – from 

synergies to 

differentiation

Product, Service & 
Experience Design

Designing systems and 

solutions that create 

value for users and 

businesses

Engagement & 
Activation

Creating interesting and 

useful modes of 

engagement, exchange 

and interaction 



Some of our clients: Experience from a wide range of 
industries and customer segments
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– Founder & Managing Director of 
Rlevance Consulting 

– Marketing and consumer psychologist

– Consulting at intersection of brand 
strategy, communication strategy, and 
experience design

– 15 years of experience from a large 
range of industries, projects, markets

Behind Rlevance: Christian Vatter
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Some projects we have realized
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Vodafone Germany
Positioning the brand in a 
competitive market



Commerzbank
Defining a new brand 
promise after the financial 
crisis



Lidl Supermarkets
Creating a new product 
brand based on mega 
trends



Shirt maker eterna
Giving structure and 
meaning to the line 
architecture



Mercedes-Benz 
Germany
Providing the marketing 
department with a new 
position and purpose



Microsoft
Creating a new way of 
customer engagement



Mercedes-Benz 
Flagship Store
Designing a brand-driven 
experience



Volkswagen inter-
national Headquarters
Full service consulting 
communication, brand, 
media & marketing processes
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making companies more relevant for people

Rlevance Consulting GmbH
Christian Vatter, Managing Director

cv@rlevance.com, +49 151 2520 5043

Berlin, Germany

www.rlevance.com

all intellectual property rights reserved

Get in contact:

mailto:cv@rlevance.com?subject=Branded%20Experience
mailto:cv@rlevance.com?subject=Branded%20Experience
http://www.rlevance.com
http://www.rlevance.com

